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Comments: Linda Jackson,

 

I feel that responsible mining throughout the state should be studied and ultimately approved if the mining

companies can created a reclamation plan as well as a trust to fund it.The mines bring good paying jobs as well

as helping to support their sub contractors and vendors.

 

I have been closely following Midas Gold Idaho's plans for several years. I am excited to finally have the

opportunity to comment on their Draft EIS. Midas Gold Idaho presents a huge opportunity for the Gem State.

 

Salmon have been cut off from miles of high-mountain spawning grounds and rearing habitats since roughly

1938, when the East Fork of the South Fork of the Salmon River (EFSFSR) was diverted around the Yellow Pine

Pit. The only way for salmon to reproduce is by stocking them in Meadow Creek, where spawning occurs. We

need to do better. As part of Midas Gold's proposal in Alternative Two, the company would design and install a

fish passageway to help connect fish to their native spawning grounds for the first time in decades. The

passageway would be built using best practices learned from successful examples used around the world. And it

would be constructed before mining even starts. Once mining at the Yellow Pine Pit is complete, Midas Gold

would begin full restoration of the river, creating a long-term solution for salmon to spawn upstream. In the Draft

Environmental Impact Statement, the U.S. Forest Service found that removing these historical barriers to

migration will help local fish populations by increasing productivity.

 

I appreciate your time and thoughtfulness. The USFS has provided plenty of tools to review the DEIS and make

commenting within the 60-day timeframe possible. For the reasons I stated in my letter above, please permit the

Stibnite Gold Project using alternative 2 and let Idahoans see the benefits of this important project.


